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SAV Some Time 
By John Benson 

September, 2020 

1. Introduction 
The pandemic has made public transit less desirable for most of the public currently. 
Certainly there are many options in large cities: buses, light rail (including subways), etc. 
In large metro area, like the San Francisco Bay Area, high-speed rail systems go from 
city-centers to the suburbs, but then what? Also what happens when a rail line doesn’t 
go all the way to a major destination?  

This paper focuses several recent electric transit developments: (1) pandemic effects on 
public transit, (2) a potential end-of-line solution that is running trials in my area, (3) other 
similar systems that are running trials throughout the U.S., plus (4) another innovative 
system that is being used for a short bridge routes. As we emerge from the pandemic 
these developments will be important. 

2. Good Coverage doesn’t Mean Convenience 
I am using the public transit network for the San Francisco Bay Area as an example of a 
set of systems with really good coverage, but not offering an attractive enough option to 
get most people out of their cars. 

2.1. BART 
In the SF Bay Area, our major commuter rail system (Bay Area Rapid Transit, or BART) 
several years ago was extended to our largest airport, San Francisco International 
(SFO), but it only passes a few miles from another large airport, Oakland International 
(OAK), and doesn’t come close to the third major airport, San Jose International (SJC).  

Recently BART extended its East Bay line to the eastern edge of San Jose (Berryessa, 
nowhere close to SJC). They also recently added a 10-mile Diesel Multiple Unit segment 
(eBART) from the end of the northeast segment (a.k.a. Pittsburg/Baypoint) to cover 
Northeast Pittsburg and Antioch. The current route map for BART can be seen in the 
first figure below. 

2.2. Silicon Valley: VTA, ACE and Caltrain 
San Jose and the rest of the South Bay has the Santa Clara Valley Transportation 
Authority (VTA) light rail system. The VTA rail line only goes within about a mile from 
SJC, and you need to take a bus bridge to get all the way there. The VTA light rail route 
map is the second figure below. The Berryessa light rail station is reasonably close to 
the BART Berryessa Station. 

There is a conventional diesel-electric rail system with diesel engines on a track shared 
with Southern Pacific. (Altamont Commuter Express or ACE) that runs from mid San 
Joaquin County (east of the SF Bay Area in the Central Valley) to Silicon Valley (Santa 
Clara County). The third figure below is the route map for ACE. ACE has a station a 
couple of blocks from a VTA light rail station. 

Caltrain is a conventional diesel-electric commuter rail system that runs from Gilroy in 
southern Santa Clara County, northerly though Santa Clara, San Mateo and San 
Francisco counties.  
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VTA Light Rail Route Map: 
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ACE Route Map: 

 

Caltrain is the primary public transit system for the San Francisco Peninsula, and many 
people commuted into San Francisco using Caltrain, but the pandemic has hit all public 
transit hard, especially Caltrain. Their ridership is down 70%, and they are on the verge 
of going bankrupt. Today as I’m writing this (early August) the evening news reported 
that Caltrain has reached an agreement with the primary governments in the above 
three counties to put a sales tax adder on the November ballot in exchange for much 
tighter financial governance of Caltrain by those counties’ agencies. Based on a recent 
pole, the public appears to support this measure. 

The Caltrain route map is shown below. The Diridon Caltrain Station is reasonably close 
to the VTA light rail Diridon Station, and a future BART Diridon Station. 

2.3. Marin and Sonoma Counties: SMART & Ferries 
Marin County and Sonoma County (north of the Golden Gate) have their own light rail 
system (Sonoma Marin Area Rail Transit or SMART). SMART is pretty new as it opened 
in 2017. The current 45-mile system includes stations in the Sonoma County Airport 
area, Santa Rosa, Rohnert Park, Cotati, Petaluma, Novato, San Rafael, and Larkspur. 
SMART’s system also includes a bicycle and pedestrian pathway along the rail corridor. 
SMART’s rail service includes a Windsor extension, which is slated to open by the end 
of 2021. Future extensions are planned for Healdsburg and Cloverdale. The full project 
will provide 70 miles of passenger rail service, connecting SMART passengers with jobs, 
education centers, retail hubs and housing along the Sonoma-Marin corridor, and a 
bicycle-pedestrian pathway. A route map is the second figure below. 
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Caltrain Route Map: 
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Ferries have always been important to Marin County, as these were the only public 
transit other than buses available for many years, and the only reasonable way to 
connect into the rest of the Bay Area’s grid of public transit options. If you will note the 
southern SMART terminus is near the Larkspur ferry terminal, which is serviced by 
Golden Gate Ferry. Further south, Sausalito and Tiburon (in Marin County) are also 
serviced by Golden Gate Ferry. 

Note that other Ferry lines (mainly by San Francisco Bay Ferry) run from San Francisco 
to various points in the East Bay, but these do not support a significant percentage of 
commute volume. 

None of the above sounds reasonable. When I needed to go one of the above airports or 
most other destinations in the Bay Area, it was mostly via my personal car. The SF Bay 
Area probably has as good a transit network as any other spread out metro area of a 
similar size (7.8 million people), but its many issues point out we all need to do better.  

The only really good news is: (1) we do have reasonable coverage for most of the Bay 
Area (but forget about convenience) and (2) a majority of these systems are electric, 
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ready for very low greenhouse gas operation when our electric supply gets near 100% 
very low GHG (now about 65%). 

Also, I almost always used BART to go into destinations in San Francisco that are close 
to Market Street (Financial District and Civic Center areas), like PG&E, and the CPUC. 
Stations are closely spaced in this city, and it is a reasonable walk to anywhere in this 
area. The problem was in the Livermore Valley. Although BART Stations in my valley 
have large parking structures, these quickly fill up in the morning. BART and local 
communities added satellite parking structures (transit hubs) with express bus service to 
the BART Station. . Thus I parked in one of the Livermore satellite structures, took an 
express bus to a BART station, and took BART into the City. The new potential 
alternative to this described in the next section might be better. 

3. Shared Autonomous Vehicles (SAV) 
The BART line currently ends in Livermore Valley at the Dublin/Pleasanton Station, in 
the center of I-580 freeway between Dublin and Pleasanton (west of Livermore). This 
raises the question: how do you get to your final destination from the BART Station or 
vice versa. Currently the answer is either drive your car, take a taxi/Uber, or take a bus 
as described above. Our local transit agency (Livermore – Amador Valley Transportation 
Agency) operates efficient bus service, but is running trials using SAV. 

3.1. Types of SAVs 
There are basically two types of SAV, and two operating modes. Most SAVs tend to be 
small dedicated-purpose vehicles similar to the ones being tested in Livermore Valley 
and pictured below. These are made by EasyMile, a French firm with U.S. headquarters 
in Denver. This SAV can carry up to six passengers, and has a top speed of about 15 
mph. During testing it will be limited to “last miles” service – that is carrying riders either 
to or from the BART Station to locations within a few miles of the station. It will also have 
an attendant (no driver) during testing. 
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At least one company that makes electric (and IC-powered) buses, New Flyer, has 
“automated” one of their standard models with level-4 autonomy, and is running a trial 
with the Connecticut Department of Transportation. This trail will be on the “CTfastrak 
bus rapid transit corridor”, a dedicated nine-mile-long facility for exclusive use by 
CTtransit buses. 

3.2. SAV Modes 
The first mode when these systems are actually being used (hopefully without an 
attendant) is similar to what is described above – In an area that well known to the 
SAV’s control system (ditto streets, potential hazards, etc.) along fixed routes that are 
safe for the particular SAV’s operation. 

The second mode responds to pick-up-calls from specific locations or requests to carry 
one or more riders to specific locations. 

3.3. Other SAV Pilots & Installations 
The following regions are also testing SAV systems: 

 Lake Nona, FL: This uses a NAVYA SAV, a design similar to the EasyMile SAV. 
NAVYA is a French firm with U.S. offices in Saline, MI. See the link below for 
details. 

https://navya.tech/en/first-autonomous-vehicles-in-central-florida-now-in-service-
in-lake-nona/  

 Jacksonville, FL Transit Agency is testing a NAVYA SAV for use as a fixed route 
circulator. See the link below for details. 

https://www.jtafla.com/media-center/news-stories/jta-tests-first-ada-accessible-
autonomous-transit-vehicle-in-the-us/  

 The Linden neighborhood in Columbus, OH is testing an EasyMile shuttle on a 
fixed route loop. See the link below for details. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/sebastianblanco/2020/02/06/columbus-is-first-city-
in-us-with-autonomous-shuttles-in-residential-areas/#73ca0f136d7f  

 Corpus Christi, TX Regional Transportation Authority (CCRTA) is using an 
EasyMile shuttle at Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi Campus. See the link 
below for details. 

https://www.masstransitmag.com/alt-mobility/autonomous-vehicles/press-
release/21121433/corpus-christi-regional-transportation-authority-ccrta-ccrta-
introduces-autonomous-shuttle-at-amcorpus-christi-event  

 The Denver, CO Regional Transportation District recently concluded a six month 
trial using an EasyMile shuttle. A detailed final report on this trail is linked below. 

https://www.rtd-denver.com/sites/default/files/files/2019-09/61AV-project-recap-
aug2019.pdf  

 The Metropolitan Transit Authority of Harris County, Houston, TX recently 
concluded a trial of an EasyMile shuttle on a short fixed route in Texas Southern 
University. This phase 1 trial was concluded early due to the Pandemic, and the 
phase 2 trial is being planned. See the link below for details. 

https://navya.tech/en/first-autonomous-vehicles-in-central-florida-now-in-service-in-lake-nona/
https://navya.tech/en/first-autonomous-vehicles-in-central-florida-now-in-service-in-lake-nona/
https://www.jtafla.com/media-center/news-stories/jta-tests-first-ada-accessible-autonomous-transit-vehicle-in-the-us/
https://www.jtafla.com/media-center/news-stories/jta-tests-first-ada-accessible-autonomous-transit-vehicle-in-the-us/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/sebastianblanco/2020/02/06/columbus-is-first-city-in-us-with-autonomous-shuttles-in-residential-areas/#73ca0f136d7f
https://www.forbes.com/sites/sebastianblanco/2020/02/06/columbus-is-first-city-in-us-with-autonomous-shuttles-in-residential-areas/#73ca0f136d7f
https://www.masstransitmag.com/alt-mobility/autonomous-vehicles/press-release/21121433/corpus-christi-regional-transportation-authority-ccrta-ccrta-introduces-autonomous-shuttle-at-amcorpus-christi-event
https://www.masstransitmag.com/alt-mobility/autonomous-vehicles/press-release/21121433/corpus-christi-regional-transportation-authority-ccrta-ccrta-introduces-autonomous-shuttle-at-amcorpus-christi-event
https://www.masstransitmag.com/alt-mobility/autonomous-vehicles/press-release/21121433/corpus-christi-regional-transportation-authority-ccrta-ccrta-introduces-autonomous-shuttle-at-amcorpus-christi-event
https://www.rtd-denver.com/sites/default/files/files/2019-09/61AV-project-recap-aug2019.pdf
https://www.rtd-denver.com/sites/default/files/files/2019-09/61AV-project-recap-aug2019.pdf
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https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/articles/news/transportation/2019/06/19/337
123/houstons-first-self-driving-shuttle-rolls-out-at-texas-southern-university/  

 Starting in 2017 the city of Las Vegas and the Regional Transportation 
Commission of Southern Nevada launched a self-driving shuttle program using a 
NAVYA SAV. This was one of the first SAV trials in the U.S. It didn’t exactly go 
as planned. See the details in the articles linked below. 

https://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-vegas-driverless-shuttle-2017-story.html  

http://www.aaahoponlasvegas.com/  

4. The Old Is New Again 
The City of San Francisco is very small, especially the part covered by cable cars. The 
first cable car line (Clay Street Hill) started operation in 1873. By the early 20th Century 
cable cars covered much of the city, then they started being displaced by other, more 
modern vehicles. By the 1950s, there was a major effort by city government to retire 
them. But the good citizens of San Francisco wouldn’t have it. Nevertheless, the system 
eventually was reduced in size to where just two routes remain today. 

The text below is from the Wikipedia article on “San Francisco cable car system”. 

The cable cars are pulled by a cable running below the street, held by a grip that 
extends from the car through a slit in the street surface, between the rails. Each cable is 
1.25 inches in diameter, running at a constant speed of 9.5 miles per hour and driven by 
a 510 horsepower electric motor located in the central power house via a set of self-
adjusting sheaves. To start and stop the movement of the car, the gripman closes and 
opens the grip around the cable. The grip's jaws exert a pressure of up to 30,000 pounds 
per square inch on the cable. Due to wear and tear, a grip's dies have to be replaced 
after three days of usage. 

There are four separate cables: one 16,000-foot length and one 10,300-foot length for 
the Hyde and Mason segments, a 9,300-foot length for their common Powell section, 
and one 21,000-foot length for the California Street line. 

You will note that the above lines are each “driven by a 510 horsepower electric 
motor…” Yes, this system is 100% electrically driven, as is the system described below. 

Cable cars never really died – how do you think ski lifts work? Even cable cars that run 
on a surface (like a road or track) are still around. Modern cable cars are electric, reliable 
and reasonably efficient for routes of a few miles. Especially for back and forth service, 
like a bridge between a transit station and nearby destination. More specifically between 
the Coliseum BART Station (in Oakland), and OAK. From the source / builder referenced 
here.1 

Doppelmayr Cable Car´s ongoing technological development has expanded its potential 
system range, bringing the Oakland Airport Connector project into eligibility for cable 
propulsion´s advantages, such as light weight, elevated system construction (which is 

                                                 
1 Doppelmayr Cable Car, References, Oakland Airport Connector, https://www.dcc.at/references/oakland-

airport-connector/  

https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/articles/news/transportation/2019/06/19/337123/houstons-first-self-driving-shuttle-rolls-out-at-texas-southern-university/
https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/articles/news/transportation/2019/06/19/337123/houstons-first-self-driving-shuttle-rolls-out-at-texas-southern-university/
https://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-vegas-driverless-shuttle-2017-story.html
http://www.aaahoponlasvegas.com/
https://www.dcc.at/references/oakland-airport-connector/
https://www.dcc.at/references/oakland-airport-connector/
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ideal for integration in existing construction), demonstrably lower costs, environmental 
benefits, and easy maintenance. 

Length 3.1 miles 

Configuration Cable Liner® Pinched Loop 

Operating Speed 31 mph 

Guideway Elevated steel truss 

System Capacity 1,500 people per hour; ultimate system 
1,900 pph 

Stations 3 

Trains Four 3-car trains; ultimate system four 4-
car trains 

Train Capacity 113 passenger/train; ultimate system 148 
passenger/train 

Project started November 2010 

Project completed November 2014 

 

5. Conclusion 
From the above there are several conclusions, but the most important relate to how our 
economy will evolve to low greenhouse gas operation. 

First, some developments will require the most sophisticated technology, like the artificial 
intelligence and electric vehicle design required for autonomous electric vehicles. 

Other developments will use technology that has been in existence for over a century, 
but if it works, we should use it. Other “old is new” technology include. 

 Hydroelectric generation (including pumped storage) 

 Wind energy 

 Geothermal energy 

 Batteries 


